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|| Poetry of Neurology: Larantia The 

Elliaad of Medicine: Munayem Mayenin || 

 

03-Ever-Light Ever-Love 
 

Eternal Homer you sung your eternal songs 

Here I sing new songs eternal in new forms 

Neither the footsteps of Achilles nor of her 

The legendary beautiful Helen nor their false 

 

Steps nor pride nor you find violent killers in 

Vile rage rampaging speaking of reason but  

Sacrificing humanity with intent to harm as 

They go justifying their greed and gore for it 

 

Was to be the downfall of all that Greek built 

The destruction of all that Troy crafted out yet 

Latium got built in all that callous brutal culls 

 

Wise Odysseus finds home in the end but here 

I sing the cell ee neuron into my Larantium as 

Love fulfilling the law of ever-light of ever-love   

 

Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All 
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We are more than our neurons or their combinations, co-relations, conjunctions, functions and 

interactions, that are conducted through the nervous system, central and peripheral, somatic and 

visceral and their gap junctions, synapses or action potentials. We are more than the cells, tissues, 

organs, systems, DNAs, RNAs, genes and chromosomes, telomerases shortening or lengthening, 

the vitamins, the anti-vitamins, the precursors, the metabolites, the pathways, the afferent and the 

efferent and their flows and their ultimate unification into a whole mechanism and system of 

magnificence into giant architectures of many a system working in concert and harmony as it all 

faces the wider architectonics of the outer environment and the universe and all her matters, forces, 

powers, energies and variables, that are always a-motional and a-changing, yet, by constantly 

seeking to establish an ever-going evolving path of homeostasis, the physiology does succeed. It is 

like giant orchestra seeking to play its symphony while a wider, almost infinite orchestra engulfs it 

and its playing and it must find its way of creating a co-efficient way of bringing all together and 

create an apparent ‘ozone-layer’ so to keep that out what must remain so and let that in what must 

do so. Homeostasis is human physiology’s symphony, an ever-waterlily, ever-floating on the ever-

ocean of the ever-changing universe.  

04: One That Wonders Becomes One With the Light 

 

Imagine a knife of light held onto the point of incision 

Between the unwavering thumb and the pointer 

The mind focused beyond the immediate opening 

Consequences of cuts wounds bleedings pains infections scars  

 

That are likely to be inflict-ons on the being of the patient when 

The physician’s mind is focused in the ultimate image 

Of the patient being cured of the ailments beyond  

The transitional imperfections of the procedure  

 

That mind is where the light is sourced and off 

There comes to origin of that what shines 

In her eyes full of compassion care and kindness 

 

There I leave my lines before the eyes the wonder 

Windows of the soul’s silver solitude in blue shores 

Love is for what love does a joy a silence wondering 
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And I imagine Laniakea Supercluster spreading 520 million light years, that immensity of a tiny 

cosmosian space-time of the part of the wider heaven of the spectacles of lights of the cascadia of 

galaxies and their abounding endless spread of the stars and their systems, their planetary systems, 

their planets and exoplanets, their moons and satellites among which is nestled somewhere the 

nano-spec of the Milky Way Galaxy and in that nanoscule spread there are the little Mother Earth 

all blue and her teeny-tiny Moon all silver, I imagine the whole human physiology as a covered-up 

darkness as the spread of the Laniakea and within that dark heavens of this physiology and in there 

the Mother-Earth Heart and from her grows at a  little distance like a kite, the higher-tree, the Silver 

Brain-Moon, and between them there are trillions of cells and each one of them is a system of their 

own and they are all in that dark heaven and all the trillions of biological mechanisms, systems and 

processes are unfolding their activities in chemical and biochemical reactions and electric and 

magnetic and electromagnetic expanse, seeking to distribute Adenosine Triphosphate, ATP, o the 

beautiful currency of the human physiology, among all the cells and muscles and systems so that 

all work in concert to create, sustain, hold and maintain homeostasis and all still are in that darkness 

and I then imagine the heart with all the blood ready with the Promethean lights of nutrition, 

oxygen, immunological apparatus  and all other vital supplies and the Purkinje’s Fibres work and 

the heart forces that blood out to the trillions of places it is to rush and run with the Orphean cargo 

and the dark rivers, from the largest to the smallest, keep on rising with high tides and reach their 

destinations and suddenly all the trillions of the ‘abodes of the sacred sanctum of life’, these cells, 

light up the whole darkness of the physiology and above there is the spectacle of the human brain 

and the whole heart and all the various parts and systems and organs and the Laniakea of the 

Human physiology lights up and that space is spread far more than 520 million light years so that 

in it each light years is nanocromised. And now I imagine Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony playing 

and all the waters are abounding and at the central part the red rose of the heart rises all-ways and 

soon it reaches the brain, that runs down through the spinal cord and it looks like a mythical light-

luminous bride beautifully dressed within the myeloid sheath and around her the mythical flowing 

river of the cerebrospinal fluids and the music flows over that ever-flowing river and this sanctum 

of magnanimous beauty! O what an awe and now hear Sibelius’ 8th Symphony and both symphonies 

are intermixing and the human soul is a-motion, a-flow, a-glow and an alive of astonishing, 

amazing, breathtaking ecology, that nothing could dare explain but ‘kneel in wonder’ as Rainer 

Maria Rilke writes about this ‘field of power’! This awe, it takes the greatest of vision, to be 

elvisioned and, once done, this vision is an infinite symphony imprinted on that soul.    
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05: Between Two Naught-Points 
 

In the absence of motion inertia follows as death 

Of life within physiology’s external solidity for  

Motion is the mechanism that unfolds time into 

Space ending motion that was anchored in antimatter  

 

That drives this untanglement by the architectonics 

Where architectures craft the seismic synaptics of  

Mechanisms where systems weave out through  

Processes so that life unfolds the untanglement and 

 

All is spread out into space that resides in anti-space  

A zero-state as anti-time as anti-matter does signify  

As all motions come to an end to demonstrate that 

 

All-around them the zero-state eats away their flow 

They arise off naught to reach the same very naught  

Around the points of life reigns eternal point of death 

 

The tiny cell stands separate as being a living unity of itself next to the atom as non-living unit of 

itself, both a balanced, closed-up system, placed within a giant super closed-up system, where all 

forces, powers and energies are always balanced and between them run their courses of 

illuminations the electricity, photon and, thus, electromagnetism and arises through the magnificent 

engineering marvel of photosynthesis, translating the solar energy into biochemical one and into 

carbohydrate matters arise towards forming the magic, web and ecology of life on earth.  

And this cell, a blocked-up, closed unit of living, contains the magic of a membrane, as, if, a regalia 

of jewels, marvels and precious stones, made of a double layer of phospholipids, only 10 nm thick, 

with protein studded in and on each side, with it having a water-soluble charged phosphate head 

and water-insoluble non-charged lipid tail and so arranged these are that the heads are in water at 

each side as their tails are hidden in the centre. Lipid-containing lipoproteins and carbohydrate-

containing glycoproteins stud the membrane. And some of these, act as receptors for hormones as 

others act as neurotransmitters while others may act as ion channels. And inside the beautiful 

regalia of a cover and entrance gate of this membrane, this cell is equipped with all its wonders of 

the nucleus, in which it contains its DNA, while outside it, the cell is a majesty of ever-going 

sophistry, as, if, a living breathing babushka doll and there are organelles, vesicles, golgi complex, 

golgi apparatus, the mitochondrion with its own DNA set and the wonderment of the sophistry, 

the sublime artistry in the 23 pairs of chromosomes and how they are folded and where the genome 

is rolled into the DNA into which are instructions as to how to transcribe and translate so that RNAs 

are made so that specific genes now can do their tasks and synthesise the necessary proteins. The 
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bases and the sugars into a double-helix of life with nucleotides connecting them and with that the 

endless cascadia of paths for the majestic 21 amino acids to start their march past of enabling life. 

Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony plays on, Sibelius’ lost Eighth Symphony plays on and the 

symphonies of the blood coursing through the arteries and capillaries spread out, the symphonies 

of the veins bringing the blood back to the heart go on and the flowing, glowing cerebrospinal fluid 

and the lymphatic fluid, the blood plasma contains the magical matrix of the space, that vibrates 

and shakes the space-time’s fabrics and music rises beyond-reach towards all-where and the 

Mother-Earth Heart shines in glory and from her grows at a  little distance like a kite, the higher-

tree, the Silver Brain-Moon, stand glorious, magnanimous tree of life: and around them the darkness 

sparkles, shimmers and glimmers as the immense heaven Laniakea does.  

05: The Ventricular Foundation of the Brain 

This human brain made of softest of matters inside 

The oxymoron of the skull the hardest of the same  

Matter yet where is its foundational strength did you 

Ever wonder Doetsopher since we have not found any 

 

Text referring to that but here is our take and you look 

At the mid-architectural skeleton of the brain and you 

See it the wonder-construct of the Ventricles as if it is 

The Atlas to carry the gravity of the brain and keep it 

 

Steady and strongly balanced at the centre with four 

Of them constructed like the sanctum of the cephalon 

Connection magnifico and through this construct is 

 

Created and supplied the Cerebrospinal Fluid that  

Offers the fluid dynamics of safety and security of 

The brain so that the whole is kept at homeostasis  

 

There I imagine being in the depth of the brain at the core, just above the brain stem, where stand 

the thalamus, the hypothalamus, as being the diencephalon, infundibulum, tuber cinereum, 

pituitary gland, the midbrain, pons, medulla oblongata and next to these, beautifully spread, 

almost, like a heart, the cerebellum with her own two hemispheres and there goes out downwards 

the spinal cord like a beautiful root heading towards the depth of the earth and here I imagine being 

inside my mother’s womb and try to envision this brain and I could see at the end of fourth week 

there are brain vesicles  and soon these are prosencephalon, that will become the forebrain, 

mesencephalon or midbrain and rhombencephalon or hindbrain. By the fifth week, prosencephalon 

develops into diencephalon and telencephalon and rhombencephalon into myelencephalon and 

metencephalon; however, mesencephalon remains unchanged. Thus, telencephalon into cerebrum, 
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diencephalon into thalamus and hypothalamus, mesencephalon into midbrain, metencephalon into 

pons and cerebellum and myelencephalon into medulla oblongata. And I do find the ventricles of 

the brain, as, if, a central supporting system of solidity around whose trellis the softest of matters, 

the brain, grow out and keep at a central hold. 

06: Yet Love the Ventricles 

 
And the two lateral form the strong duo-strands 

As though a phoenix looking ahead though its 

Body flows downwards as it becomes the third  

The interventricular foramen of Monro flows in 

 

And much lower into the down-hill a diamond 

Shape crafted with apertures lateral median as 

The cerebellum with her duo-wings hemispheres 

Give way the rooting of the beautiful ventricular 

 

Solidity within which is created the oceanic-flowing 

Fluidity of vital Cerebrospinal Fluids each ventricle  

Makes a little as if it is a community of four everyone 

 

Gives something to life something for life and motion 

And flow and glow shining forth in the dark keeping  

Safe keeping sound I lack the skill to sing their glory 

  

And I remain at the centre of the brain and imagine, the parts forming that central core where I am, 

is taken out so that I could see what are there nearby and bump onto the two lobes: the island and 

the limbic lobe and from there I rise and rise and find all these pia mater, dura mater and the 

arachnoid  and come across grey and white matters etc and I have just come up and do realise that 

this brain has been made into two hemispheres by the central fissure and there are gyri and sulci 

playing a matter-fold and gap, matter-fold and gap and the brain is cascading inwards as it flows 

outwards.  

And I count on the island and the limbic lobe, the anterior, the parietal, the occipital, the posterior 

and the temporal lobes, all are cascading inwards into themselves. And in this maze are now 

covered the entire nervous system and at the central power-height stays the ‘command-post’: the 

neuron. Hundreds of billions of them are spread and posted at their places, spaces and stations with 

the tasks and commands, with the power of their cell bodies and dendrites and their axons so to 

bring about magic of the synapses and always at-the-go and there along with all other systems, 

digestive, cardiovascular, urinary, respiratory, skeletal, endocrine, integumentary, lymphatic, 
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immune, muscular, reproductive, they within the brain form the Nervous System, as central with 

the brain, spinal cord and the sensory parts and peripheral as somatic for voluntary and visceral for 

involuntary and the brain and its Nervous System at the helm, the Central Nervous System, 

crisscross the brain as the heart with her atria, ventricles, arteries, veins and capillaries do the same 

while the lymphatic system ranges itself around while the lungs keep at work as the kidneys do as 

the pancreas does as the digestive system does as the glands do, as proteins do, as hormones do, as 

carbohydrates do, as nerves do, as the muscles do so that one looks at a bone and finds it is a 

construct for systems to ‘trellis’ over it and muscles and ligaments and tendons keep connecting the 

bones and over them ‘flow’ the arteries, veins and capillaries, the systems of nerves, the lymphatics, 

the blood, the immune system, the nutrition, the oxygen, the carbon die oxide and everything runs 

the course at a dynamic steady state of homeostasis. And 12 cranial nerves establish their high-way 

codes of majesty in olfaction and optic and oculomotor and mark their trigeminal and 

glossopharyngeal and hypoglossal and the mighty Vagus cares of nothing but keeps on coursing to 

places where it is needed and beneath the bones there lives the sleeping princess of the bone-marrow 

forest about which the heart has hardly any awareness but there produced blood almost at-will as 

and when and as often necessary among many other things.  

07: Sing The Treli Cardia 

Inside the dark cavity as if trying to see she stares out  

Her face receives the welcome vibrations rising off all 

The surrounding active matters going on with all they 

Need to do their parts in the gigantic architectures of 

 

The physiology she being wise just keeps the stare and 

Minds her tasks ever-on she goes never gets a break as 

She keeps her focus on the task for all the workers and  

 

Working stations must be feed yet look her spread she 

Grows onto the body’s earth as roots the arteries rise 

Onto the earth-soil as they go a-throbbing forking and 

 

Anastomosing but veins keep their moto follow the lead 

Of arteries focus at the throbbing as you go so they keep 

On knitting all the earth finally as capillaries they reach all 

 

And the great abundance of beautiful water, mostly in blood is the eternal phoenix of blood plasm 

and it stretches its eternal wings and on its trellis run and rush and flow and go the blood with her 

regalia of astonishing cargo  and this water is all-where, in  in extra-cellular, intra-cellular, inter-

cellular and interstitial and the blood, the plasma, the cerebrospinal fluid and the lymphatic fluid 

and hormones and cholesterols and between and among all these ever-living and ever-dying 
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variable-spread go on the Brownian movements, observance of Fick’s law and Ohm’s law and much 

more besides and create the ecology of gradients, of transporters, of pumps, of channels, of active 

transports, of K+ pump, Na+, C+ and osmosis and osmotic and oncotic pressures and osmolarity 

and osmolality and flow in and flow out of life’s beats and pulses. And mitosis and miosis keep on 

going, transcription, translation, replication keep on going and the architectures of the DNA, RNA, 

mRNA, tRNA  and the circuits of 21 amino acids cascading into a vineyard of life’s hundreds and 

thousands of avenues of wonders and the cascadia of cells: the red blood cells, the white blood cells, 

the platelets, the stem cells, haematopoeietic cells, myeloid cells, lymphoid progenitor cells, 

dendritic cells, the B-Cells, the T-cells, basophils, neutrophils, the eosinophils, monocytes, 

megakariocytes, erythrocytes, lymphocytes, natural killer cells, phagocytes and the pathogens and 

the cytokines and the chemokines and the enzymes and proenzymes, vitamins and anti-vitamins, 

microbiota and microbiome, the autoimmunity and allergies, cancers and cancer metastasis, the 

antibodies and antigens and antibiotic and antiviral and fungal and antifungal and bactericidal and 

toxins and receptors and systolic and diastolic, pulse and Purkinje’s fibres and diffusions and active 

transport and nutrition of proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids, essential 

amino acids, water and oxygen and far more besides. 

We are an infinity unfolding itself in the name of the human mind, which, through the physiology 

of what on appearance is a human physique, it becomes, dreams, imagines, creates, loves and does 

human: the most astonishing of all things, that we find on this Universe. All we have to do is to look 

at its unity off the billion plus expressions of its self and wonder about its endless expressive 

diversity off the same self in billion plus instances to realise that this human mind is magnificent a 

thing for the purpose of which the neurology is given to it as the most sophisticated, most 

elaborately engineered, most complexity-strewn an architecture, a most awe-inspiring bio-chemico-

genetico-mechanism, that we humans will ever see in this Universe; nothing else will ever surpass 

this magnificence. 
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08: The Elleesian Symphony  

 
The heart now grew into almost every-iota space taken  

By bodies called cells and the cavities in the dark just so 

Mind their spread as the vibrations keep on coming and 

Spreading as if the darkness now has a symphony playing 

 

And this heart went up to the Brain and covered her up  

Around the Blood Brain Barrier heart does knits herself 

Around it she keeps on flowing as the Brain has spread 

All across the body the heart and the cephalon two of one 

 

A duo-face one rising and one falling but both flowing 

The heart motioning matters as the brain calls power-play 

The heart throbs as the brain thinks as one does the other 

 

Keeps at the task neither fails nor falters at the task and  

O how many a task how many a function now hear that 

Elleesian Symphony of the mighty brain the mighty heart 

 

And it all begins with the book of genome, that has already been written, that will have all the tools 

to keep on writing the future of a human physiology and with that begins the human life and soon 

the cardiology is formed and follows neurology: the duo or the two in one or the one in two: for 

they, neither ends nor begins alone but, rather, both just clasp, grasp, sew, knit, cut, run, crisscross, 

bind, bend, blend and flow in, out, between, across, around, over, under through the human 

physiology in such an infinity of subtle, intricate and sublime artistry, that the entire creation of this 

Universe does not have a parallel to show next to it. And with this cardiology and neurology and 

all the rest as the assistantial homeogenesis and withing the bounds and powers of 

cosmogeogenomodynamics, the human becomes more than a physiology: it becomes a human 

mind, human soul and that has not been written out unlike the genome, which has been, and, here 

is, where the entire life of this human mind is, as, if, it has got infinity of white papers bundled into 

a beautiful blank book, that no one can know how to write but that human mind alone does and 

this is where humanity is, this is what humanity is and this is how humanity is and this why I am 

writing this epic nano-song so to write a Beautiful Book out of those blank white pages of that Book, 

where genome alone can never write a single word unless The Sanctum Mayakardium and The 

High Neuraneum join forces to make 'one': the one, that is exactly like the heart with two atria; or 

the one, that is exactly like the brain with two hemispheres: it is two in one and one in two. And this 

human soul creates its home of peace, of harmony, of equilibrium and homeostasis within the 

architectonics of human rationality inside this physiology and creates its nine-realms, nine-worlds, 

nine-universes in imaginium, sereneum, rationium, sophium, cardium, perceptium, sensaarium, 
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visionium and imserenesophium. And here is to this awe, to Humanity Naturale: keep on going 

and unfolding the infinity that you are.  

09: The Elleesian Symphony of the Human Soul 

And see the ecology of the human soul in nine realms of 

Awe it is shaped elvision the tree the heart onto body’s 

Earth grows and the brains onto the same earth knits its 

Clasps and imagine the body’s sanctum in the darkness 

 

And let the worlds of the heart and her spread across all 

Matters shine forth as beautiful red in the dark as the fire 

Burns a suns in each of the trillions of cells and over that 

Galactic spread now suddenly see the mighty spread of 

 

The mighty brain as her 100 billion neurons with their all 

Synaptic connections light up whitened blue crisscrossing 

The physiology as the red glows in its flowing matters see 

 

And hear the Elleesian Symphony of the soul’s nine-worlds 

Its imaginium sereneum rationium sophium and cardium 

Perceptium sensaarium visionium and imserenesophium 

 

::: The Author would like to acknowledge that ‘Treli Cardia’ is a song by Greek Singer Helena 

Papparizou, which means Crazy Heart ::: 

 

 

 

Larantia The Elliaad of Medicine 
 

A planned body of works, comprising of 850 Sonnets of Anatomy, Physiology, Cell Biology, 

Molecular Biology, Biochemistry, Histology, Neurology, Surgery, Haematology, Cardiology, 

Microbiology, Genetics, Epigenomics, Endocrinology, Paediatrics, Gynaecology, Virology, 

Bacteriology, Bacteriophasiology, Medicine, Mycology, Pharmacology, Pharmacodynamics, 

Pharmacokinetics,  Biomedicojurisprudence, Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology, Seismology, 

Marine Biology, Zoology, Botany, Cosmology, Astronomy, Astrophysics, Geo-engineering, 

Hydrology, Mineralogy, Earth Sciences, Geology, Seismology, Geodesy, Plate Tectonics, 

Cosmography, Mathematics, Geometry, Hearteogenics, Psychology, Psychiatry and more. Songs of 

The Mechanoprincipium, that shows us the Grid of Learning, Knowledge and Wisdom and the 
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Cardian Architecture of Life in the Cosmosian Delta of the Universes of the Absolute Luminous Still 

Universe, Duantum Universe and the Matter Universe, between the anti-space or Luminizz and 

space, between anti-time and time and between anti-matter and matter, by The Universal Laws of 

The Mechanoprincipium, through the Architectonics of Temporality, by the Architectures, by the 

mechanisms, by the systems and by the processes motion untangles time into space and arising out 

of this pursuance of the Grid of Learning. Knowledge and Wisdom the humanical psychology of 

the human soul as being nine-worlds, nine-realms, nine-universes as one unity of the whole of: 

imaginium, sereneum, rationium, sophium, cardium, sensaarium, perceptium, visionium and 

imserenesophium. And in the realms of being and becoming everything on this Delta of the 

Universes follows the Nine-Step-Realm-Path of Being and Becoming: i: Imagination, ii. 

Prospectivity, iii: Tentativity, iv: Feasibility, v: Possibility, vi: Onwardineity, vii: Probability, viii: 

Certainty and ix: Reality. This is Larantia The Elliaad of Medicine, sung by Munayem Mayenin out 

of his ever-travel on the path of pursuing the Grid of Learning, Knowledge and Wisdom: since 1984 

he has been walking on this Hippocratic and Socratic Path being an Eternal Learner, a Humanity 

Naturale.    

 

Larantia The Elliaad of Medicine: By Munayem Mayenin, London, United Kingdom: ISBN: 978-1-

304-67870-6: Copyrights @ Munayem Mayenin, London, UK, 2024: Fourth Edition: February 14: 

2024: 392 
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Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All 

 

|| Selfishness Is the Most Definitive Way to, Absolutely, Harm One’s Very Own Self, As Well As, 

Everyone and Everything Else: In Other Words, Selfishness Is Nothing But Absolute, Complete and 

Comprehensive Absence of Questioning or Thoughtfulness or Consideration, Which Makes Us 

Think and That, Thus, Enables Us to Reach the Rational Base and Foundation in Life and in 

Existence: This Means That Selfishness, Actually, Is a Terminal Enemy of the Agency of the Human 

Mind, Which It Keeps on Tearing Away and Apart by Being Devoid of Questioning and 

Thoughtfulness Because the Very Agency of the Human Mind Is a ‘Structure’, Created by the 

Architectonics of the Architecture of Human Rationality, Which Requires a Human Agency of the 

Human Mind to Put It to Use by Thinking, Questioning, Consideration, Analysing, Learning and 

Developing, All of Which Selfishness Terminates: Humanics: Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All 

|| 

The Image Caption: The Heart:  Shortlisted In The BHF Reflections Of Research Competition 2016: Image: 

Simone Rivolo 
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|| Humanics: Humanity Naturale: An Infinity Unfolding Itself|| 
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 The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Munayem Mayenin: 

ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019: The Manifesto can be read at 

https://thehumanion.com/TheHumanicsElleesiumDeclaration2019TheHumanicsxianManifesto.

htm ::: The Humanics Elleesium Declaration 2019: The Humanicsxian Manifesto: Munayem 

Mayenin: ISBN: 978-0-244-76474-6: Published: April 06: 2019 

https://thehumanion.com/TheHumanicsElleesiumDeclaration2019TheHumanicsxianManifesto.

htm ::: 

For more on Humanics As a School of Philosophy, please, visit 

https://reginehumanicsfoundation.com 

|| The Larin Paraske Maxim Or Oath: To Do No Harm to Anyone Or Anything || 

 

https://thehumanion.com/PDFs/TheLarinParaskeMaximOrOathMunayemMayeninPublishedMarch13-

2020.pdf 
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Humanicsxian Economics 
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Humanicsxian Economics in Two Phases of Humanics 

Pre-Humanical Phase: Kapitalawnomics 
Pre-Humanical Phase: Kapitalawnomics: Capitalism Is Brought Under the Sovereignty of the 

People and Re-architectured to Serve the People Under the Power and Prowess of the Rule of 

Law at All Times and Used to Develop Everything Towards Humanical Societies || At This 

Phase These Shall Become Reality: Right to Universal Natural Air || Right to Universal Natural 

Environment || Right to Universal Degree-Level Education || Right to Universal Balanced and 

Nutritional Food and Drink || Right to Universal Employment  || Right to Universal Income 

|| Right to Universal Home || Right to Universal Health || Right to Universal Social Care || 

For All Humanity Across the Earth Equate to Building-Block Foundational Human Rights: And 

the Entire Humanity Joining Together As All Individuals In a Humanion, Forming the First All-

Humanity Sovereignty-Naturale Habitat-Body on Earth and on This Universe as the First Ever 

International and Universal All-Humanity State and Government for the Whole World as One 

Body With Its Legislature Executive Judiciary Financial-Judiciary Rule of Law Civic Service 

Compact and Its Own Central Bank and Its Own Currency That Is the New International 

Currency || This Phase Is Done Through and by Working Humanity Organising As Political 

Forces and Parties. 
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Humanical Phase 

Human Enterprise: Ownership Money and Their Powers and Prowess Are Eliminated and 

Replaced by Belongingship Whereby Humanity Reach Liberty and Equality and All Human 

Economics Endeavours Are Organised and Run Under Human Enterprise and the Whole Public 

Affairs Management Is Run and Conducted by Humanicsovics Whereby All Individual 

Humanity Work Together As Organised People Parliaments As Their Own High-

Representatives: This Is Humanicsovics || This Is What the World’s Working and Non-Working 

Humanity on Poverty-Wage on Punishment-Social-Security on Destitution-Abandonment-No-

Security and the Powerless and Homeless Humanity Must Rise to Fight For and Reject All 

Plastering Tinker-Works by Any Political Forces: This Is Why It Is Time to Rise As One and 

Unite and Organise to Begin Again: Where Are the Younger Generations: Because If We 

Humanity Have Any Future It Is In Your Hands Hearts Minds Souls Eyes and Vision: Believe: 

Humanity Naturale Is an Infinity Unfolding Itself and In Being and Doing Such Humanity 

Naturale We All Exist by the High-Humanical Maxim: All-For-One and One-For-All and With 

This Humanical Societies Appear All Across the Earth and They All Form a Grid of a Humanical 

Civilisation, Led and Run by All Humanity Working Together at the Highest of All Bodies: The 

International and Universal State and Government of the Entire Humanion || 

What Are Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

 

Ask Your Political Leaders About Building-Block Foundational Human Rights and Ask 

Them About Humanics 

The Building-Block Foundational Human Rights 

A: Absolute Right to Live in Clean, Healthy, Safe and Natural Environment 

B: Absolute Right to Breathe Natural, Fresh, Clean and Safe Air 

C: Absolute Right to Necessary Nutritional Balanced Food and Drink 

D: Absolute Right to Free Medical Care at the Point of Need 

E: Absolute Right to an Absolute Home 
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F: Absolute Right to Free Degree-Level Education and Life Long Learning 

G: Absolute Right to Guaranteed Social Care 

H: Absolute Right to a Universal Income 

I: Absolute Right to a Job 

J: Absolute Right to Dignified Civic and Human Funeral Paid Through by Universal Income 

 

 

|| Elleesium Group of Publications || 
 

|| Support Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd || 

 

Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd Publishes The Humanion, The Ellaarch Humanion, The 

Humanion Portable, The Humanicsxian, among doing other things: We do not and shall not accept 

fundings or contributions from any type, form, manner and layer of Governments of national, 

international, supra-national or any other type or bodies formed by them nor from rich individuals 

or bodies or agencies of any kind. This, to us, is as a matter of absolute philosophic principle to 

ensure our resolute and complete independence. The ways, in which, we invite support from the 

readers, members of the public and all other individuals and agencies and businesses of any kind, 

are: a: Voluntary Subscription Payments: b: Voluntary Contributions: c: The Minimal and Symbolic 

Membership Fees: d: Buying a Copy of The Long Walk to Humanics: e: Contributing to Our Events: 

f: Subscribing to Our Publications and g: Advertisement in Elleesium Group of Publications. 

You make a conscious, wilful and philosophic choice to Support Elleesium Group of Publications 

and The Foundation. If, you do: thank you: If, you do not, thank you, too, for reading The 

Humanion, The Humanicsxian and The Humanion Portable.  The world has, apparently, accepted 

that Capitalism is the High Pinnacle of All Systems and, some still dream that Marxism will rescue 

humanity from this Killing Mechanism Capitalism, we refuse to subscribe to that. Humanics is the 

Post-Marxist and Post-Capitalistic World View of What Humanity can be and what it can do and 

how infinitely better a human condition can be created in a Humanical Society, by eradicating 

ownership and money and by establishing belongingship in human enterprise, setting all humans 

at liberty and equality under the rule of law in natural justice with a direct form of democracy, 

humanics calls it, Humanicsovics, in which, each human soul is her:his own High Representative. 

In this, Humanics is the Minority Vision and we do not and can not expect millions and billions of 

people supporting our vision today but We Whole-Heartedly Believe That ONE DAY This 

Humanity Shall BE ALL HUMANICAL: By When: We Know Not But This: That Being a Monstrous 
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Killing Mechanism Capitalism IS Unsustainable: The World Shall Change One Day and Every 

Change Begins with an Idea, with a Vision:  

We invite you to Envision the Vision and Philosophy of Humanics and Support The Humanion, 

The Humanion Portable and The Foundation to Keep Taking Forward the Vision and Philosophy 

of Humanics, to Keep on Challenging Capitalism’s Poverty Paradigm, for an Infinitely Better 

Humanity in an Infinitely Better Human Condition for All Humanity Across Mother Earth. Thank 

You. 
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